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ABSTRACT 

At present the virtual world is a social space considered by some society members to be an 

extension of the physical, face-to-face (ftf) social world. Through computer mediated 

communication (CMC) we are able to simulate human interactions. Social relationships and 

alliances are established and maintained as well. Online social networks are social settings where 

we can examine this contention. It is a communication setting located on the Internet where anyone 

and everyone can create and maintain social relationships.  The proliferation of various social 

groups that intermingle in virtual spaces is evidence that online networking sites are already 

regarded as communicative spaces.  

The tweeners (pre-teens) set is one kind of social group actively interacting and participating in this 

social place. As a social group the tweeners most likely communicate differently compared to 

adults. It is interesting to discover how this “difference” is manifested in the online social world. 

Do they communicate similarly in this space compared to the ftf society? Is there a special speech 

employed, influenced and inspired by this type of communicative space?  These are queries focused 

on in this initial exploration of the Filipino tweeners’ online language. The social performative 

drama staged by the tweeners on an online social network was the primary data. Analysis of 

findings looked into the context of the conversations and discussions conducted initiated and 

participated in by the respondents in their specific virtual speech community. The current most 

popular online social network Facebook is the online space where this study attempted to make 

sense of the tweeners’ online speak.  

 

Key words: online communicative discourse, speech community, dramatistic pentad, 

facebook, culture change, tweeners 

 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE CHANGE  

Our social world operates around change. As evidenced in the course of history, all human 

societies have perpetually encountered and dealt with this constant phenomenon.  As social beings 

we have recognized and adopted to change, consequently adapting to cultural modifications. 
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Technology is often the cause of cultural transformations. As nations embrace various technologies, 

we adjust the way we conduct our daily routines.  

Leslie White (1949 cited in Moore & Sanders, 2006) defines culture as an organized and 

integrated system consisting of three sub systems: technological, sociological and ideological 

systems.  The technological system is composed of the material, mechanical, physical and chemical 

instruments, together with the techniques of their use, by means of which, man as an animal 

species, is articulated with his natural habitat. The sociological system is made up of interpersonal 

relations expressed in patterns of behavior, collective as well as individual. The ideological system 

is composed of ideas, beliefs, knowledge expressed in articulate speech or other symbolic form 

(White as cited in Moore and Sanders, 2006).  White asserts that culture change is determined by 

technology since “all human life and culture rest and depend on it”.  He rationalizes that “man as an 

animal species and consequently culture as a whole, is dependent upon the material, mechanical 

means of adjustment to the natural environment. Man must have food. He must be protected from 

the elements and he must defend himself from his enemies…. these objectives are attained only by 

technological means…. the technological system of culture is therefore both primary and basic in 

importance; all human life and culture rest and depend upon it” (White as cited in Moore and 

Sanders, 2006).  To attain these basic needs, communication is vital.  It is the conduit between and 

amongst members of the society in the realization of our beings in relation to other beings.   

Language is both witness and tool in the phenomenon of culture change. In the course of 

experiencing these alterations, language being a cultural product is engaged and impacted to help 

achieve and maintain social harmony. Because of language we are able to send and receive 

messages, influence and be influenced by each other. Most importantly, it is due to language that 

we understand our complexity as human beings. Language is the medium where we discover our 

similarities and differences. It is the key in finding various modes for us to co-exist peacefully in 

our diversity.  

Tweeners, our young members of society with ages ranging from 10 to 13 years, belong to a 

social group deemed to be difficult or problematic. To quote some adults, “tweeners are quite a 

challenge to understand and communicate with”.  As a social group, tweeners are described to be 

liminal since they are in the liminal stage of their physical and mental development. In short they 

are between the stages of early childhood and adolescence. They are often characterized to be 

confused, especially when it comes to their selves’ position and categorization in the social 

community. Despite these challenging complications, it is without a doubt that our tweeners possess 

a significant role in the development of our social communities. Aside from being the future 

generation, they are also the ones most adept in and comfortable with the “new” technologies we 
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incorporate at the same time struggle with in our lives. Presumably due the primary difference in 

the generations to which we belong, the language they utilize in communicating with one another is 

different from what we employ. It must be more problematic then if we take this social situation in 

the online setting. Aside from the “natural” difference in age gaps, we now find ourselves 

communicating in settings beyond our physical presence. Interacting online is one resulting cultural 

innovation that we have embraced. The “new” generation are believed to be more “at ease” and 

accepting of this socio-technological occurrence. Thus, I argue that examining how the tweeners as 

a social group employ the language of the Internet in their social interactions will aid in exploring 

online language change.  This paper will focus on a preliminary description through language of the 

nature of the Filipino tweeners’ social group in the virtual realm. 

At present the virtual world is a social space considered by some society to be an extension 

of the physical, face-to-face (ftf) social world. Through computer mediated communication (CMC) 

we are able to simulate human interactions, relationships and alliances in most social domains (De 

Luna, 2010). Online social networks are social settings where we can examine this contention. It is 

a communication setting located on the Internet where anyone and everyone can create and 

maintain social relationships.  The tweeners set is one kind of social group actively interacting and 

participating in this social place.  The members of this young group are able to extend friendships, 

form associations and “hang out” through and in this virtual social space. Perhaps one reason why 

tweeners interact in online social networks is its seemingly informal set-up making establishing a 

variety of relationships and conversing about a variety of topics possible and “normal”. Some social 

psychologists believe that “web-based social networking fills the same need on a personal level: it 

is an incredibly efficient gossip engine, with an unprecedented ability to establish the precise nature 

of relationships (limited profiles and privacy settings provide plenty of signals as to who’s close and 

who is closer). That’s an age-old attraction that’s not going away (Rogers, 2011).  In another 

research another motivation identified for tweeners’ utilization of an online lingo is “the 

opportunity provided by their personal social-networking pages to develop a 'cool' language that is 

specific to their age group and unlikely to be used by adults" (Woolaston, 2009). 

As a social group the tweeners most likely communicate differently compared to adults. It is 

interesting to discover how this “difference” is manifested in the online social world. Do they 

communicate similarly in this space compared to the ftf society? Is there a special language 

employed, influenced and inspired by this type of communicative space?  These are queries I 

focused on in my initial exploration of the tweeners’ online language through an examination of the 

performed speech acts (Searle, 1975). These are consequently analyzed within the social 

performative drama staged by the tweeners on an online social network. This is the context 
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(Burke’s dramatistic pentad) of the conversations and discussions conducted initiated and 

participated in by tweeners on the social network. The current most popular online social network 

Facebook is the online space where I attempt to make sense of the tweeners’ online speak. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

How do tweeners (children between 10 to 13 years old) in a speech community interact in an online 

social network communication setting? Specifically, the paper seeks to describe the communicative 

discourse employed by tweeners in the online social network Facebook. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMES 

Online speech community 

The online social group of tweeners may be regarded as a speech community. According to 

Romaine (1994) “A speech community is a group of people who do not necessarily share the same 

language, but share a set of norms and rules for the use of language. The boundaries between 

speech communities are essentially social rather than linguistic... A speech community is not 

necessarily co-extensive with a language community." In this definition, there is a supposition that 

even if an online group does not share the same level of linguistic proficiency, as long as they 

“understand each other”, they will be able to interconnect as a social group effectively—enough to 

be considered as a speech community.  

Speech community is a term often used in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology 

discourses. It is a conceptual terminology used by a group of people who use the same variety of a 

language and who share specific rules for speaking and for interpreting speech (Nordquist, 2011).  

It has already been observed long before the introduction of the Internet technology that 

tweeners as a social category employ a type of linguistic code. Language is a symbolic system that 

embodies their experience. As a result, speech communities that express these embodiments are 

formed. One need not be a linguistic or anthropological authority to notice this social occurrence 

that highlights manifestations of physical, psychological and emotional changes experienced by 

youngsters in this liminal stage of human development. Given that cyberspace is also a social space, 

do tweeners create speech communities in this domain? Obviously the answer is yes. Therefore, the 

issue that is imperative to be clarified is on the description of the nature of language utilized by 

tweeners in a socio-cultural space without physical contact. Is it possible that a speech community 

adopts two varieties or versions of its linguistic code (online and offline)?  
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Communicating Online 

  Crystal (2005) one of the pioneers and proponents of the field of Internet linguistics as an 

academic domain explains that its sociological perspective deals with how society views the impact 

of Internet development on language. He adds that the advent of the Internet has revolutionized 

communication in many ways; it changed the way people communicate and created new platforms 

with far-reaching social impact. He tackles several themes that can be looked into in the 

examination of the impact of this communication technology on social groups. There are five 

interconnected themes that look into the sociological impact of Internet on languages: 

• Multilingualism – looks at the prevalence and status of various languages on the Internet. 

• Language change – language change is influenced by the physical constraints of technology 

(e.g. typed text) and the shifting social-economic priorities such as globalization. It explores 

the linguistic changes over time, with emphasis on Internet lingo. 

• Conversation discourse – explores the changes in patterns of social interaction and 

communicative practice on the Internet. 

• Stylistic diffusion – involves the study of the spread of Internet jargons and related linguistic 

forms into common usage. As language changes, conversation discourse and stylistic 

diffusion overlap with the aspect of language stylistics. 

• Metalanguage and folk linguistics – involves looking at the way these linguistic forms and 

changes on the Internet are labeled and discussed (e.g. impact of Internet lingo resulted in 

the 'death' of the apostrophe and loss of capitalization.) 

 In this paper, I focus on the conversation discourse of the online speech community of 

tweeners. 

Joseph Walther (1996) on the other hand examined the interaction processes that transpire 

on online social spaces. Walther (1996) introduced the term "hyperpersonal interaction," which 

according to him emerged as a result of people communicating in a different communication setting 

compared to the ftf community. His paper discussed the interpersonal character of the Internet.  

Hyperpersonal communication is defined as the consequence of the slow but inexorable growth of 

interpersonal communication. This occurs when “users” experience commonality, are self-aware, 

physically separated and communicating via limited cues channel, which allows them to selectively 

self-present and edit; to construct and reciprocate representations of their partners and relations 

without the interference of environmental reality” (Walther, 1996). Walther emphasized that the 

interpersonal communication occurring on the Internet cannot be likened anymore to the traditional 

view of the concept.  In this study, CMC research trends are reviewed to provide integrative 

principles on future studies on this area. Walther also discussed sub-processes pertaining to 
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receivers, senders, channels and feedback elements in CMC that may enhance impressions and 

interpersonal relations.  

 Walther, Anderson and Park conducted a meta-analysis of social and antisocial 

communication in CMC. The focus was on the effects of time restriction in CMC wherein time is 

within the frame of “whether subjects were restricted or unrestricted in their opportunity to 

exchange messages”.  It was found out that time restriction has no effect on the social or antisocial 

communication in CMC.  

In another research, Walther (2006) assessed through an experiment the relative effects of 

anticipated future interaction and different communication media on the communication of 

relational intimacy and composure. Findings revealed that the assignment of long-term versus short-

term partnerships has a larger impact on anticipated future interaction reported by computer-

mediated, rather than ftf partners. Facts showed that anticipation is a more potent predictor of 

several relational communication dimensions than is communication condition. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 This paper is exploratory and descriptive in nature. Data gathered were mostly examined 

qualitatively. Principal data were extracted from recorded message threads engaged in by tweeners 

in Facebook. Previous studies were also consulted for further conception and elucidation of the 

subject matter under scrutiny.  

 

Data Analysis 

Dramatistic Pentad  

To describe the online communicative discourse of tweeners in Facebook, Kenneth Burke’s 

dramatistic (1945) approach was utilized. Burke believed that “language is used as a symbolic 

means of inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols.” He believed that the 

basic elements that affect human life are very similar to the components of the theater. For Burke, 

human rhetorical transactions and interactions, just like the theater, can be better understood if we 

are able to identify, define, explain and analyze the five vital elements in the pentad: act, scene, 

agent, agency and purpose.  

To briefly describe the five elements:  

• Act is associated with the action taken and it usually answers the question: What happened? 

What is the action? What is going on? 

• Scene is related to the setting of an act and answers the question “when” and “where?” 

•  Agent refers to the one who committed the act. It answers the question “who?” 
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• Agency is closely linked to the agent. It represents the tools or ways in which the deed was 

carried out. It answers the question “how?” 

• Purpose seeks the meaning of the act in relation to all the other elements. It asks the question 

“why?” 

The message threads were examined within the conversation discourse and stylistics 

sociological themes (Crystal, 2005). The tweeners’ online interactions were considered as a 

communicative practice that could illuminate patterns of social interaction within the speech 

community. In the course of the analysis, “new” linguistic symbols employed by tweeners were 

also identified.  Understanding how one element influences how another will “act” or “perform” 

provides a context that can better illuminate the social dynamics of a speech community. 

 

Drama in the conversation discourse 

 Conversations are likened to narratives. Like a narrative, a conversation is comprised of 

three stages: a beginning middle and an end. The communicative discourses engaged in by tweeners 

on Facebook always started with a wall post, followed by a discussion and concluded by the last 

comment in the thread. A distinct difference between conclusions in the offline and online social 

worlds was observed. In the ftf offline society, conversations are ended on a specific moment. 

Communicators cannot go back to the conversation whenever they want to. They must begin a new 

conversation stimulated by the previous conversation. In the online communication setting on the 

other hand, a communicator can go back to the conversation thread and continue a discussion 

anytime.  

The following is part of the first message thread examined in this paper. Notice that the 

conversation commenced on May 6, and continued on the next day. 

Teen A - Remember, I gave him a letter na puro I LOVE YOU ta`s sa tinawag nya ako, sabi nya, "I 

read your letter... I don`t get it." =)))))))))))- 

May 6 at 6:57pm 

Teen E- Ten haveyou ever Number 7 ;; HAHA =)))- 

May 7 at 12:47pm  

Teen D – (to Teen A) Neka; Ay SHxT.(S….). Kakainis naman :P- 

May 7 at 12:56pm 
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Teen A-  Karl; Lmfao (laughing my f……….ass off…I know right). Ikr =))))))))- Sab; Ikrr! =)) 

  Burke treats a discourse as a social drama. He concentrates on identifying the five elements 

of drama found in the conversation consequently analyzing the relationships of each element 

against another. In this study I considered the wall posts to be the main or primary ACT/s. These 

were the posted messages on the walls of individuals that triggered message threads. In this 

research the following were the ACTS that triggered conversation discourses: 

1. Do it by 10s 

a. Rules: Once you’ve been tagged, you are suppose to write a note with “Do it by 

10’s”. At the end, choose 15-35 people to be tagged. Be honest, you know your 

friends will comment and write something if they think you’re lying. TEN ARE 

YOUs… 

2. WHO HACKED ME? 

3. Please buy my new album entitled The Pop Diva On Top! With the song like AND I…AND 

SO MUCH MORE! 

4. si Audrey ay baliw 

5. LOVE SUMMER! 

 

These statements present a performative action that gives an impression of shared or 

communal understanding of “what is being talked about” amongst the members of the tweeners’ 

online speech community. It is an already established knowledge that whenever one posts a 

message on his or her wall, a sizeable number of people has may have access in viewing that 

message.  Although restrictions are at place as a form of control in viewing an individual’s profile 

in Facebook, every time one posts a message on the wall everybody who is a “friend” will be able 

to view it. In most cases such as the posts included in this study, the messages were not always 

intended to get everybody’s comment It should be noted though that the sender is always aware that 

her message is available for viewing to all her consented “friends” on the online network. The 

primary social group where the message is supposed to be shared with is recognizable and clearly 

indicated.  This observation is especially true through thorough examinations of wall messages 

within the context of the relation of responses of other communicators to the Agent and ACT (see 

Appendix).  

 

In the first wall post:  

Do it by 10s 
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Rules: Once you’ve been tagged, you are supposed to write a note with “Do it by 10’s”. At the end, 

choose 15-35 people to be tagged. Be honest, you know your friends will comment and write 

something if they think you’re lying. TEN ARE YOUs… 

 It is apparent that the message is intended to be sent to the sender’s peer group.  

The SCENE is already illuminated by the ACT. It is the scenario where the ACT is 

committed. That scenario may have been part of the reason why and how the ACT was performed. 

In this research, the tweeners’ ACT of online posting and interacting with each other in a social 

space on the Internet may be brought about by the SCENE. The scene is the society itself having 

undergone cultural changes resulting to an adaptation and adoption of “new” communication 

technologies. The scene is generally influenced by the online nature of the communication setting. 

The online social network as a communicative space has influenced the ACT that has been 

performed. Being a space where one can control who can view our profiles including our posts, it 

provides us a sense of “freedom” in announcing what and how we feel about something, at the same 

time making known to our audience what we want to gain. For instance, the post “baliw si Audrey” 

is obviously a claim uttered within a speech community that understands a deeper and more 

comprehensive context of the ACT compared to other speech communities. However, it should also 

be clarified that a communicator on Facebook may have settings allowing one’s other social groups 

and speech communities to view one’s profile and messages.  

How the society embraces or rejects changes is also elucidated in the SCENE of the 

conversation discourse.  Since the utterance stated in the post suggests a performance, the people 

involved in the conversation discourse are able to make sense of “what is going on”. Those who 

cannot make sense of it obviously do not belong to the speech community. Further understanding of 

the scene unfolds as we examine reactions to the ACT, as well as responses to the reactions of the 

ACT (see Appendix). 

The AGENT is the one responsible for the wall posts that trigger message threads. In this 

study, the SCENE influences the AGENT who committed the ACT. The online community 

provides us an avenue to express emotions and to exchange messages through a group 

communication set-up. The set-up is described as convenient and fast. Through the message thread, 

the AGENT is given an idea how the “friends” who engaged in the conversation discourse perceive 

her and or her message/s. Therefore, she will be able to determine social positions and roles within 

the social group in the online speech community.  

The AGENCY is the type of CMC utilized on the Facebook online social network. There 

are a number of features available on the site that gives us the ability and capability to customize 

our accounts. Furthermore, Facebook allows for us to communicate in several levels of 
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communication simultaneously. We can engage in a private dyadic communication with other 

“friends” in different speech communities simultaneously. It is also possible to send and receive e-

mail messages or to blog in order to express one’s musings in a lengthier platform. Most 

importantly, it is a social venue where we can advertise and announce to the world how we want to 

be perceived. We are also instantly gratified with answers to our questions pointing towards our 

main concern: “to whom do we matter”.  

I argue therefore that the foremost PURPOSE of the ACT of posting a message is self –

presentation—one that can be controlled. The SETTING in some level determines the ACT. The 

AGENCY is what differentiates the offline social world from the virtual social community due to 

its features that make it possible to interact within a social group and engage in conversations 

without being physically present in a physical location. 

 

SPEECH ACTS IN A COMMUNICATIVE DISCOURSE 

In this exploratory study, the online communicative practice of Filipino tweeners is 

described by placing their utterances within the structure and framework of a communicative 

discourse.  Results affirmed that society accommodates and communicates change through its 

language. We always look for various means of communicating because as social beings we are 

predisposed to interact with one another.  With societal and cultural changes, we are compelled to 

adjust at all times and keep pace with the modifications of the ”tools “of communication. When we 

adapt to changes, our use of language is also affected.  Language variations are evidences of this 

phenomenon. Hence the language that we use and experience is a product of and the result of all 

communicators’ utilization of it.  

Speech acts may be considered as the raw materials of conversation discourse. In seeking to 

understand society and its culture, we cannot just rely on the symbols that we discern. We have to 

be able to make sense of the totality of language not just the relationship of its elements with each 

other. We have to make sense of how it is experienced.  Our tweeners belong to a very important 

and sensitive social group. Their category is described and perceived to be fragile and complicated. 

Understanding the group through an impersonal social data analysis will not bring us closer to our 

tweeners. What we need is to vicariously experience their “selfhood” in their socio-cultural 

communicative spaces. Language is the key. We need to know the language they speak.  We also 

need to know how and why they speak it. Establishing the context of a communicative practice 

elucidated through a discourse analysis employing the elements of drama may be the first step of 

understanding how tweeners acquire and utilize their online speech. 
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How do we describe then the tweeners’ online speech community? It is an extension of the 

speech communities in the offline social world. The unique characteristics displayed in the Internet 

lingo demonstrate how Filipino tweeners adopted and adapted to technology. The resulting 

language variation offers a glimpse of the tweeners’ social nature, especially how they live the 

drama of life. 
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